Partner Check for Abstract Speech for

____________________________________

(Have signed and return on day you present speech in class)

Content:

- _____ Definition of term – consult to *Oxford English Dictionary* – TBS Library online
- _____ Quotation using the term – use Internet search for quotations
- _____ Anecdote – use Internet search engine for anecdotes
- _____ Some sort of statistic
- _____ Personal experience or observation
- _____ Contemporary issue or situation illustrating the term – Newspaper, news magazine or on-line news service. Something in past two weeks.

Delivery:

- _____ Rate
- _____ Volume
- _____ Gestures
- _____ Articulation

Other:

What’s best about this speech?

What do you recommend improve content?______________________________________________

What do you recommend to improve delivery?____________________________________________

Date__________ Partner
Signature____________________________________________________